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This document is for potential investors of the Gastery project. It can help 
them to form an opinion on the challenges which can be solved using this 
service, and give them an understanding of the business model operation and 
the benefits they can gain by investing in our project.
Please contact our team using contact details specified in the ‘Contacts’ 
section.

Gastery is a foodtech startup designed to automate interaction of restaurants 
and their visitors. Our service is based on the geolocation, blockchain system, 
smart contract technologies, and use of QR codes. The purpose of this project 
in the HoReCa industry is to improve quality and speed of waitressing on the 
one hand, and to raise income of catering facilities on the other hand.

Abstract

Essence of the Project

1. Resume
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2.1 Global Market

2. Market Analysis: Volume and 
Trends

HoReCa – 1 %HoReCa (Hotels, Restaurants, Catering), or the 
hospitality industry, is the most profitable and 
fast developing field of modern economics. The 
HoReCa global market is highly intensive with 
regard to the key market parameters: capital, 
management, marketing and personnel, which 
greatly increases the level of competition and 
impedes appearing of new market players. 

For the last several years, the global market of the 
hospitality industry showed moderate general

growth. As of 2016, the market volume was appraised as $3 trillion, and by 
2021 the growth up to $4 trillion is anticipated. 

According to the analytical review, in 2017, the market segment grew and
amounted to $3,841.9 bln, i.e. it showed an increase by 30.2% as compared to 
2014 and by 10% as compared to 2016. In 2017, figures of many industry 
leaders also showed positive growth trends.
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Key trends of the Russian catering market are the market stagnation and drop 
in restaurant attendance as a result of drop in people’s income. In this context, 
the shift in user priorities towards more affordable catering facilities 
throughout the country became a well understandable specific feature of the 
target audience of our application.
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Casual dining – 62.9 %

Fast Casual – 20.7 %

Fast food – 7.2 %

Fine dining – 6.2 %

CoffeShops – 3 %

Segmentation of the catering market

Growth of the market of public catering in Russia

2017 year

$ 3.841 billion

2018 year

$ 4.023 billion

2016 year

$ 3.491 billion

2014 year

$ 2.955 billion

Another key trend today is the rapid development of high-tech services—food 
delivery from restaurants, reservation of tables, take away service, and mobile 



loyalty systems. This is no surprise. People prefer comfort provided by 
technologies. At first, people ordered food by phone, later they started using 
the Web, and now they choose and order food in apps. 

The same trend is seen in the offline waitressing: at first, waiters and cashiers 
took orders on paper, later they used POS terminals, after that there was a 
gradual transition to self-service using electronic kiosks and mobile terminals, 
and the next step will be a mobile solution using which everyone will be able to 
place an order.
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Initially, we plan to develop the application and the service in St. Petersburg, so 
let us consider the key figures for this city.

We choose this region for entry to the market due to the fact that according to 
surveys the growth rate of the St. Petersburg catering market outruns average 
data for Russia and even for Moscow.

Analysis of the Village shows that in 2016 the number of cafes and restaurants 
in St. Petersburg grew by 9%, and in 2017 amounted to 7,500 facilities. There 
are 86.6 seats per 1 thousand citizens. According to Petrostat, for the period 
from January to August 2017 sales in the catering segment amounted to 46.5 
bln. rubles, which is 3.7% higher than the sales for the same period of 2016.

2.2 St. Petersburg Catering Market

2016 year

catering fascilities
6880

seats per 1 
thousand citizens

86,6
market value in the 
first half of the 2017

46,5 billions

2017 year

establishments
7500 9%

Saint Petersburg
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With every passing year information technologies deeper penetrate into our 
life. Online banking, calling of a taxi, paying for mobile communications, food
delivery—all this routine actions are transferred to smartphones, and now 
people do not remember that there was the time when these actions were 
performed in another way.

But until recently, the restaurant industry was quite conservative about such 
kind of novelties in respect to visitors of catering facilities. Automation began 
with the own ‘kitchen’ of restaurants and penetrated into their business 
processes. Here a lot of large and small players act (among them IIKO, R-
keeper, Tillypad, Jowi) but they still interact with their guests in a form of face-
to- face contact and offer them a hard copy of their menu.

2.3 Needs and Trends of the Market
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There are at least two cashiers in the staff of the most 
fast food restaurants. Expenses for cashiers who just 
accept orders are about 1150 USD a month, while each 
of cashiers works 15 days per month, i.e. in fact there is 
always only one cashier at the desk. Of course, during 
lunch (12.00 p.m. to 2.00 p.m.) and dinner (5.00 p.m. to 
7.00 p.m.) rush hours it is not enough, and restaurants 
have to involve another one or two employees which 
cost them about 650 USD monthly. In total, arrangement 
of work of the cashier desk costs about 1800 USD per
month, or 21 600 USD per year. Rapid staff turnover in 
this segment makes the restaurant keepers to spend 
money on training of new employees. And one more 
thing worth mentioning: time of communication of a 
cashier and a guest in fast food facilities is almost equal 
to the time of filling an order.

For the last few years the largest fast food facilities began to optimize their
interaction with clients by proactive implementation of ‘kiosks’, i.e. electronic
terminals which allow to avoid use of cashiers. A visitor forms and pays an 
order using an electronic menu, then the order is sent to the kitchen, and the 
visitor waits for issuing of the order by a certain number.
The McDonald’s network of fast food restaurants was the first who successfully
implemented this solution: a visitor’s average bill grew by 20%. It became 
obvious that users choose more positions or more expensive dish by ‘juicy’ 
photo if they have enough time to think and read the menu without feeling the 
pressure of a cashier, or a waiter, or a queue. Besides, people have more trust 
in automatic system of recommendations rather than in advice of a waiter or a 
cashier. Although an ordering process takes more time, the speed of servicing 
of one guest increases as there is no communication with a cashier or a waiter 
and no need to clarify any details and settle a payment.

The application implemented by McDonald’s struck roots and quickly spread to 
all facilities of the network. Such kiosks turn to a standard of service 
throughout the segment of fast food restaurants. Major fast food networks 
operating in Russia implement them actively. For example, Burger King Russia 

2 employees
21 600 USD

or

1 terminal
5000 USD
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expects to bring the share of digital platforms in total revenues up to 80% in 
the next two years. Other fast food market players have the same plans.

to large networks, and for small networks the cost of the software 
development is impracticable and unprofitable if compared with the cost of a 
common system of using cashiers.

Catering facilities tend to optimize their costs and increase their profit. Today,
automation of interaction with the customer is the most popular and preferred
solution towards which the whole market is moving. However, purchasing of
expensive terminals and spending millions of rubles on software development 
is just about copying of the functionality of competitors.
The market feels the need of a shared cloud platform which could provide an
access to orders without involving a waiter or a cashier and would not require
installation of expensive terminals and development of software but use
smartphones of guests of catering facilities instead.

According to Gastery’s surveys, a demand for such platform comes not only 
from fast food restaurants where 80% are for it waiting for release of the 
service on the market. Surprisingly, about 40% of premium restaurants which 
were never considered as promising direction for the Gastery service have also 
interested in it. And there were only 45% of catering facilities with a below-
average profit and attendance that were interested in this service (70% were 
anticipated).

‘Kiosks’ are a powerful tool to 
increase sales and reduce 
expenses for personnel but it is 
a fairly expensive solution: at 
the moment cost of one device 
varies from 2500 USD to 5000 
USD, and development of 
software for a certain facility 
can cost 16 000 USD to 400 000 
USD. Thus, it is affordable only  

‘Kiosks’ are a powerful 
tool to increase sales 
and reduce expenses 
for personnel
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Today’s users have already used to make their choice via a uniform platform: it 
is very handy when you can find all facilities matching the required criteria at 
once, read reviews and see ratings. Thus, Booking.com has become the global 
standard for choosing hotels, Uber—for calling taxi, and Yandex.Market is 
onwards and upwards on the Russian retail market.
But if there is almost no alternative to choosing a hotel via Booking.com or 
booking an apartment via Airbnb, in the catering industry there is no single 
solution yet. There is a great number of such marketplaces for restaurants 
which cover opening of new restaurants, provide ratings and reviews, and offer 
search filters and themed selections. But these portals are used mostly for 
information purposes: there you can only learn about a restaurant but not 
order from it.

The lack of electronic menu for a good half of restaurants posted on such 
resources is a serious problem. When we choose a hotel, a hairdressing salon 
or any other good or service, we look at the price and it is one of key criteria of 
choice. But as for restaurants, everything is more complicated. There is no 
"fixed" price for the service (except for business lunches), therefore restaurant 
aggregators have chosen a model of an "average bill” of a catering facility 
based on a self-perception either of the portal’s editor or the catering facility 
itself. Many people are misled by indicating such “average bill” value as an 
actual cost which accounts personal preferences of a guest remains unclear. 
There is a market demand for an opportunity to calculate the cost of visiting of 

2.4 User Needs
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this or that restaurant from home and to decide whether you want to taste 
something from the suggested menu.

Besides, to increase the customer loyalty, many catering facilities began to 
develop their own application to replace outdated discount and bonus cards. A 
lot of services for managing loyalty appeared. And each restaurant has its own 
service. However, users began to appreciate their personal space in their 
smartphones and do not want to clutter them up with applications which they 
use only once in several months. The uniform platform, which could be a 
mediator between a restaurant and a guest and would not require more and 
more downloads, is much handy. Instead of many applications for different 
restaurants each of us would prefer to have one application with a uniform 
interface that would not require from us to sort it out over again.

Customers became more well-minded, more often they are interested in 
discounts and special offers. Their expectations have also changed: 
requirements to dishes, quality and speed of service grew up.
Various bank cash backs, loyalty savings cards and group buying are very 
popular now.
And what if users paying by card were getting remuneration in a form of points 
for visiting a restaurant in addition to a common cash back? And these points 
could be spent in any catering facility instead of a certain one. What if it were 
possible to learn about promotions in restaurants within a uniform ecosystem? 
What if users were getting push notifications on promotions in their favorite 
restaurants without downloading an application for each of them?

12



Gastery is intended to address all these challenges. It is a mobile application 
based on geolocation, blockchain system, smart contract technology and use 
of QR codes. The Gastery mobile application for iOS and Android, and a web 
application accessible from any browser are developed. The service will allow 
to speed up and simplify the process of servicing in the HoReCa industry which 
will make life of guests, staff and restaurant keepers much easier. Now it will 
be possible to manage your order in a catering facility by your own using your 
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Yes, regularly - 75%

Answers

Yes, but not often - 21%

No – 4 %

Do you use applications on your smartphone?

Smartphone - 14%

Device type

Tablet PC - 86%

Other – 2 %

Type of connection

3G – 31 %

WiFi – 67 %

Before 18 – 26%

Age

18-25 – 23 %

25-35 – 30 %

35-50 – 13 %

From 50 – 8%

Worker - 26%

Social status

Supervisor - 9%

Unemployed - 8%

Other - 4%

Student - 39%

Specialist - 14%

42 % 58 %

Mobile app usage statistics
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mobile phone. Installing the Gastery application, any guest will immediately get 
all information about a restaurant, learn about its best offers and promotions, 
read a restaurant menu in any language, easily find a restaurant and book a 
table online, and promptly pay the order with either a bank card or a 
cryptocurrency without waiting for a waiter. Any restaurant using the Gastery 
service will both optimize and automate business processes and increase an 
average bill value, and a customizable bonus and loyalty system will help it to 
attract new clients and retain existing ones.



• The menu includes images of dishes 
grouped by categories.

• There is a pass-through unit with 
recommendations that can be edited by an 
administrator and/or a manager.

• A restaurant gets an opportunity to draw 
attention of a guest to more expensive 
menu items by means of native 
recommendations and to promote certain 
dishes. The E-Menu is effective due to its 
great visual effect as it performs its 
function by means of a great visual effect 
seducing to choose a more mouth-
watering dish not from higher price 
category.

3. Project Description

3.1 E-Menu

The proposed solution consists of the following functional units:
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• A restaurant keeper will be able to create a combination of dishes by 
recommendations: ordering one dish a guest will be offered to order an 
accompanying dish, for example, a tea or coffee for a dessert. This way 
the application extends a client’s order, and so an average bill of the 
restaurant will be increased.

• A restaurant keeper will be able to change contents of the menu, 
immediately put items on stop or add new dishes without wasting time 
or money on printing.

3.2 Comments and Reviews

In the Gastery application guests of a 
restaurant will be able to leave their 
feedback for the compensation in a 
form of WTR tokens (local currency of 
the application). Such reviews—either 
about a facility or a dish—made under 
no pressure will not be ‘bad’ or ‘good’ 
but as true as possible instead. 
Thereafter these entries—both for each 
menu item and for a restaurant itself 
(service, atmosphere, location) —will 
get an independent and fair 
assessment of other users. Their

support (likes) will be a reason for accrual of remuneration for a review.

A restaurant will automatically collect statistics of attendance and orders 
through the application. Also, a restaurant being aware of a true opinion about 
its service and products will be able to adjust its marketing strategy, take 
measures to improve its services and finally to increase profit.
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3.3 Marketing and Analytics

The lion’s share of success of restaurants and private hotels accounts for 
correct promotion. Today, restaurants spend time and money on posting their 
information on hundreds of sites from Google Maps to various little-known 
restaurant aggregators. By means of huge investments in marketing and 
attracting of users, Gastery provides restaurants with an instant access to 
contact with the audience, i.e. to those people who want to choose a 
restaurant and have lunch.

Advertising opportunities

All restaurants connected to this service are shown on map and users 
can easily see all information about them.

Individual pages of each catering facility in the application contain 
data on distinctive features, promotions and menu, photos, reviews, 
etc.

Customizable design corresponding to the restaurant image facilitates 
promotion and draw attention.

The application analyses preferences of potential guests and 
automatically suggests them interesting promotions, special offers 
and recommended dishes, and users get push notification about the 
closest of them.

There is a unique option to search a restaurant by a dish. A user enter 
a name of a dish and sees all restaurants which offer it. The 
corresponding rating will be made on the basis of the feedback left 
about the dish by users. It is a kind of word-of-mouth advertising but 
for a wider audience and without investing of any money. A restaurant 
will just need to be registered in the system to notify that its pasta is 
the most delicious in the city.
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Analytics
A restaurant keeper will easily get comprehensive information about a catering 
facility:

1. Total amount of orders in the restaurant, comparison with dynamics of 
competitors. All of this will help to correct the course and price policy.

6. What guests actually think of the facility and its dishes. The restaurant 
keeper can promptly take necessary measures basing on true reviews 
which could not be left by people who have never tasted the dish or visited 
the restaurant.

7. Number and amount of orders made through the application (i.e. the 
orders in the framework of sales promotions, bonus programs, etc.) and a 
number and amount of bills paid with WTR tokens.

2. Statistics of popular and 
unpopular dishes. Statistics of 
the most popular dishes in the 
outskirts, in the city, in the 
segment.

3. Dynamics of work load of the 
facility.

4. Description of behavioral 
factors of guests in the facility.

5. How guests find the facility, 
what they are searching for and 
when they put attention to this 
or that facility.
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Using Gastery a restaurant will be able to analyze its work easily.
Restaurant keepers will get an opportunity to know their clients in person and 
understand their tastes and preferences. Analytics of the Gastery system 
makes it possible to make a full portrait of a guest including a potential one. A 
guest’s name, age, location, average bill in restaurants, grades given to dishes 
and facilities, specific preferences of dishes—with Gastery everything is 
possible. Thus, the restaurant gets a powerful marketing tool to set up a 
mailing list for the most interested audience and with a high conversion.



Guests, in their turn, will get push notifications in 
the mobile application on their smartphone and 
certainly will come to try a new dish or a dish from 
the chef.

A restaurant will offer the dishes which a guest will 
order with the utmost probability. Having a 
detailed statistics and a full information about 
each guest, a restaurant keeper with the help of 
an artificial intelligence system with a computer-
assisted instruction which analyses a huge body of 
data on user preferences can configure a list of 
recommended dishes so that any person would 
like to try them.
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A loyalty system is planned to be implemented within the application. Users 
will get local points for all purchases in the application as well as for any 
reviews they leave and grades they give. Also, restaurants will get an 
opportunity to configure their loyalty systems to operate in parallel with the 
general system.
Internal loyalty system is closely related to the cryptocurrency issued by 
Gastery under the ICO. For more information on the loyalty system and the use 
of cryptocurrency see Clause 5 “Token Model and Loyalty System”.

3.4 Loyalty System

Statistically, every second citizen of a large city owns at least two or three 
banking cards. It is quite inconvenient and impractical to keep even a few cards 
in your purse. On the other hand, a trend to pay using smartphones is more 
and more notable. And if a restaurant or a hotel only accepts cash, they will 
inevitably lose a lot of good clients.

3.5 Automation and Payment of Orders
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A person paying via mobile application do not feel that the money is real. 
That’s why many guests choose a higher percent of tips without a moment's 
hesitation. Thus, if a bill is paid via a restaurant application, an amount of an 
average bill increases by 10% to 15%. In case of non-cash payment people do 
not notice that they spend more money, their shopping capacity seems 
unlimited to them. And spending a bit more than usual, they won’t be low in 
pocket.



It is planned to implement our own cryptocurrency within the Gastery project. 
For better perception by users it will be introduced in a form of common 
bonuses. Another possible name within the ecosystem is WTR. Hereinafter the 
local cryptocurrency will be referred to as the “coin”.

The Gastery team anticipates crowdfunding investments to WTR tokens which 
will be issued on the Etherium blockchain platform.
Standard of the token is ERC 20. Total issuing volumes of the WTR tokens will 
be amounted to 175 million without a possibility to issue new tokens. 
In the future, tokens will be converted to the WTR tokens on the basis of their 
internal blockchain to be used within the application.

What is the Coin For?
Guests can use the coins to pay orders in the application. The coin is a primary 
tool to keep users inside the ecosystem and increase their loyalty. The coins 
can be exchanged for fiat money, i.e. turned to cashback paid to a user for 
performing of target actions within the application.

How Users Can Get the Coins?
The coins will be transferred to the internal wallet of a user when the user 
performs certain actions within the system. The purpose of the coins is to keep 
a person in the application, inspire him/her to invite friends (for remuneration) 
and leave truthful reviews on food and restaurants.

4. Token Model and Loyalty System

21



Cashback for Each Order Made in the Application (System of Loyalty)
For each order made in the application a user will get a 1%** cashback from 
the amount of the order in the coins according to the current exchange rate of 
the coin to the fiat currency in which the order was paid. This percent will be 
accrued only for the part of the order paid in the fiat currency. The part of the 
order paid in the coins will not be taken into account for such accrual.

Assessment of Restaurants and Dishes
Users of the Gastery application can get the coins for their reviews on 
restaurants and dishes. A review can only be left on the restaurant where the 
order was made through the application and only on the dishes ordered 
through the application.
The amount of coins accrued for a review will depend on the rating of the 
review by other users.

A user who is entitled to get coins for such reviews will get a remuneration for 
each comment left: a grade without a text description — up to 0.5% of the dish 
cost, a grade with a text description — up to 1%.

Invitation of Friends
Users can get coins in the amount equal to 3 USD by inviting their friends to 
the application. Coins will only be credited upon payment of the first order by 
an invited person.

Welcome Bonuses
Users will get welcome coins in the amount equal to 5 USD. These coins can 
only be spent to pay the order. Exchange to a fiat currency is not provided for. 
To avoid multiple registrations and receiving of bonuses by one and the same 
users the bonuses will be accrued only in the following cases:
the user’s card number was not registered in the application,

_________
** A restaurant can increase percentage in its sole discretion and at its own expense. Such excess 
amount will mean a deduction from the sum received by the restaurant for the order. Restaurants 
which increase the remuneration will be shown in the top of search results with a note “Increased 
bonus!”.
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the user’s phone number was not registered in the application, and
the application was not installed previously on the phone.

How to Spend the Coins?
Every user can pay the whole order or a part of it with the coins in a restaurant. 
When a user tries to pay with the coins, an offer to sell the user’s coins on the 
internal exchange of the application will be generated. After that, the coins will 
be converted to the fiat money which will be credited to the account of the 
restaurant keeper. Thus, the user will be able to pay the orders with the coins 
received within the system which inspires the user to make more orders in the 
system and to earn the coins by taking particular actions.
Note: if there are no orders for sale of the required amount of the coins on the 
internal exchange, an order for sale of the coins will be generated by Gastery.

How Users Can Convert the Coins to Fiat Money?
Users will have an opportunity to get services of the inner exchange of the 
project, i.e. to exchange the coins for the fiat currency. By pressing the 
“Withdraw WTR” button, a user generates an offer for sale of the coins on the 
inner exchange according to the current exchange rate of the WTR. After 
closing the order for sale of the coins, the earned fiat money will be debited to 
the user’s debit card added in the application. When converting the coins to 
fiat, a fee of 10% of the exchanged amount will be charged from the user. The 
fee is intended to minimize a number of withdrawals of money from the 
system: it is not profitable for a user to convert the coins to a fiat currency. 
There is no fee for payment of orders with the coins.

Other Ways to Get the Coins
Users will get an opportunity to pay their orders with a cryptocurrency. The 
procedure is as follows: after choosing the “Cryptocurrency” payment option, a 
check will be performed to find out if the user has enough amount of the 
coins. If there is not enough coins, the user will be suggested to buy the coins 
using altcoins. The following Top-5 cryptocurrencies will be accepted for 
conversion: LiteCoin, BitCoin, BitCoinCash, Etherium, and Ripple. To convert or 
buy the coins of the system, the user will need to transfer the coins to the 
wallet specified in his/her profile, and then the transferred cryptocurrency will 
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be converted to the internal coin of the system. For this purpose, an order for 
purchase of the coins at the market price will be created on the internal 
exchange.

What Are the Benefits for Cryptoinvestors?
As a part of marketing activities to promote the application, users will get the 
welcome coins in the amount equal to 5 USD upon the first downloading of the 
application. Also, the referral system will be implemented: users will be able to 
share links for downloading of the application or promotion codes and get the 
coins in the amount equal to 3 USD for every person brought to the 
application.
An order for purchase of the coins to be transferred to the user will be created 
on the internal exchange.
In addition, orders for purchase of the coins to be transferred to users will be 
created when the coins are accrued as cashback or for reviews and grades left, 
or for any other remunerated actions.
In the process of the ICO and pre-ICO, the coins will be distributed among 
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investors, and Gastery will own a small number of the WTR which means that it 
will be needed to buy the coins out from investors to implement them within 
the application. It is planned to build the user base up to 1.5 to 2 million 
unique users in the first two years.
Only in the framework of the referral and welcome program the amount of 
coins to be bought out from investors for the purpose of introducing to the 
ecosystem of the application will amount to ca. 15 000 000 USD in the fiat 
currency which generally corresponds to the total amount of obligations to 
investors to buy out the coins for the total amount of 8 400 0000 USD at the 
exchange rate of $0.1 per a coin.
In any case the Gastery team will spend huge amount money on marketing 
activities, and of course the money will be used to buy the coins out from 
investors as part of a campaign to attract and retain users.
The Gastery team undertakes to buy out each coin at the price of $0.1.
The Gastery team guarantees that it will be the starting price for redemption of 
the coins (the ICO will stop on it). But with an increase in the number of users, 
due to the limited number of the coins issued without the possibility of 
additional issue, the coin itself will be split into smaller pieces resulting in 
growth of its value. Therefore within two years all investors will be able to get 
back their money, and long-term investors will have an opportunity to multiply 
the invested funds.
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Requests for sale

Partial or full payment

Investors and traders

Conclusion in Fiat

Seller

User

Investor

User

Gastery

Crypto users

Traders

Shoppers



Requests for sale

Purchase of coins for crypto 
currency

Welcome and referral bonuses

Reward for the order inside the 
application (cashback)

Reward for ratings, reviews 
and achivings

Seller

Crypto user

Gastery 
(recipient-
user)

Gastery 
(recipient-
user)

Gastery 
(recipient-
user)

Investors

Traders

Members List

Gastery

Shoppers
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Monetizing and Tariff Plans
Restaurants will be offered to choose one of the two ways of connection to the 
system:
• free connection, and
• fee from each order made through the application

5. Business Model

Free connection means adding of a catering facility to the Gastery database of 
restaurants. In the search results of the application such restaurant will be 
shown both on the map and in the list. A restaurant will get its own editable 
page where all blocks will be manageable: photos, description, address, 
contact information. It will be a free option to add a menu to the system for all 
those who want to visit the restaurant could study it.
However, analytics will be unavailable in case of such free connection to the 
system.
It is never late to change the tariff plan.

5.1 Free Connection

27



Also restaurants will be offered to connect to the system with a fee of 4.5% + 
acquiring (2.5%). A fee from each order will be charged immediately when the 
order payment is processed, i.e. money will be credited to the restaurant 
account with a deduction of the fee of 7%. This type of connection will provide 
a restaurant with an access to all functions of the application.

Additional payments regardless of the type of connection to the system:

Rates

• Each new stylized design of a menu and a restaurant page.
• Professional photos of dishes with the help of Gastery.
• Mailing lists of users. 1 user = 0,2 USD. A restaurant can filter users in the 

mailing list by many parameters: sex, age, average bill, food preferences, 
most frequently visited type of catering facility, most frequently visited 
location, place of residence.

5.2 Fee from Orders
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6. Competitor Analysis

There are applications at the Russian market which have similar functions and 
with some modifications could be similar in every way to this application. 
Among major competitors are:

UDS Games
A loyalty program for the entire field of B2C, which plans to 
introduce payment for goods (including ordered ones) through 
the application.

Poster-restaurants
A system of choosing and searching for restaurants with an 
option of paying orders. A lot of negative reviews in Google 
Play and Apple Store. A by-project of Rambler & Co.

Plazius
A loyalty system for the HoReCa industry. There is an e-menu, 
it is planned to introduce an option of paying orders. The 
project is not promoted to users, there is no large database. 
Sberbank supported.
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A lot of small projects which do not develop due to the shortage of money for 
marketing and consequently lack of users in the application.

On the basis of the development dynamics, the number of clients and the 
number of competitors, it can be concluded that there is obvious demand for 
the offered product on the market. But all companies, except for UDS Game, 
do not promote their applications to end users but only work with restaurants. 
Therefore growth of companies slows down a year after the launch which 
disappoints restaurants.
As for UDS Game, the number of users is fairly large but it is achieved through 
the partnership program with the participation of a great many people. A great 
amount of users are partners who are not interested in the intended use of 
the service. They only need it to sell licenses for enabling of the service.

Thus, taking into account the estimated investments, their investments for 
promotion of the application to users and creating a market for the application 
among restaurants, Gastery anticipates to enter the market quite fast and to 
compete with the existing systems.

6.1 Conclusion
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To get catering facilities interested in the Gastery system, direct sales and a 
unified connection of catering facilities (through the sales website) are 
planned. An affiliate program similar to multilevel marketing is developed.

In addition, stakes are placed on development of the restaurant platform 
where a great number of users will be aggregated and a free presence of 
restaurants (but with a limited functions) will be possible. Thus, Gastery will get 
hot leads, i.e. potential clients. Restaurants will be offered to digitize their 
menu and to be added to the database of the application with an electronic 
copy of the menu free of charge.

St. Petersburg with its ca. 7,500 catering facilities was chosen as a launch 
market. Given that the target audience of Gastery (fast food restaurants, 
second-rate restaurants, coffee bars and hotel restaurants) is 70% to 75% of 
the total amount of catering facilities, it is anticipated to add 10% of all market 
players or about 750 catering facilities to the application within the first year of 
its work.
Analysis of dynamics of competitors’ development and the total amount of 
catering facilities connected to the similar systems give reason to consider this 
figure the best possible.

7.1 Attraction of Catering Facilities

7. Marketing Plan
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A sales office will be opened in each supposed region of development.

It is planned that the share of direct sales will be 70% of all connected facilities, 
i.e. within a year Sales Managers must connect 525 facilities only in St. 
Petersburg. Taking into account all risks and possible reduction of conversion 
percent along with the potential opportunity of simultaneous connection of a 
whole network of catering institutions, an optimum quantity of sales managers 
is 10.

In case of a target for a Sales Department to connect to the system 525 
restaurants in St. Petersburg, an approximate cost of connection of 1 
restaurant as a result of direct sales amounts to 180 USD.

7.2 Direct Sales

Fast-food – 62.9 %

CoffeeShops – 20.7 %

Restaurants – 7.2 %

Bars/Cafes – 6.2 %

Delivery – 3 %

7.500 for 
St.Petersburg

750 facilities
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A partner program will be offered to everybody. It assumes participation of up 
to 25% of connected restaurants.

The partner program means that for each restaurant connected to the system 
a partner will get 50 USD as a lump sum and 10% of Gastery’s proceeds from 
such restaurant every month.

Methods and channels of promotion which will help to attract users to 
the application:

• Management of a portal about a restaurant industry which will be shown in 
results of search for restaurants on the Internet.

• Referral program and welcome bonuses.
• Promotion by means of promotional banners in partner restaurants.
• Product placement.
• Direct advertisement by bloggers with the use of promotional codes and 

referral programs.
• Word-of-mouth advertising.
• Banner advertising on public transport.
• Advertisement in groups in social networks.
• Advertising in catering facilities connected to the service. A QR code with 

information on rules of the service use, an offer to download the 
application and a message on welcome bonuses will be place on each table

7.3 Partner Program

7.4 Attraction of Users
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Referal system 670 000 USD

49 000 USD

60 000 USD

17 000 USD

163 000 USD

Blogers

Banners

Partners

Promo-events

The main thrust will be made on the referral program and the related 
promotion through the word-of-mouth advertising. A similar aggregator model 
of getting clients used by such large companies as Uber taxi, Tinkoff bank, 
Delivery Club delivery service showed that the referral system and welcome 
bonuses are the most effective means of attracting users for marketplaces 
(intermediary applications between business and clients).
Active user of the application will recommend it to their friends knowing that 
they will get bonuses for each client they brought. Thus, each user is a 
potential Sales Manager of the application.

Description of the Referral System
At an initial stage (up to 100 thousand users) each user who installs the 
application for the first time will be granted 300 welcome bonuses which can 
be spent to pay an order in any catering facility. Any person who invited a 
friend will receive 200 bonuses for each friend who came via a referral link 
after his/her first order. And the new guest will receive 300 welcome bonuses 
at the same time. 
When a target of 100 thousand active users in the system will be achieved, 
welcome bonuses will only be granted to participants of the referral program. 
There will be no bonuses for downloading without participation in the referral 
program.
An advertisement with a notification about 300 welcome bonuses will be 
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shown in the application until the target of 100 thousand users is achieved.

CAC (cost of one attracted client) = 8 USD.

Average period of permanent use of an application of a marketplace type is 3 
years, therefore the LTV of one user from the “Below 100 Thousand” group is 
14 USD.
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8.1 Expenses

8. Financial Plan

2% from each bill will be spent for marketing (cashback, review awarding and 
referral bonuses).

Monthly Expenses of the Venture:

• Development department — 10 000 USD.
• Administrative and managing staff —5 700 USD.
• Marketing Department — 3 000 USD.
• Technical Support — 1 700 USD
• Expenses for a Sales Department will be calculated for each city of 

presence (for the example, see Clause 8.1 “Attraction of Catering Facilities”).
• Office rental, maintenance of servers and IT infrastructure — 3 500 USD.
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Development – 29 %

Sales – 21 %

Marketing – 17 %

Managment – 19 %

IT-Infrastructure – 9 %

Support – 5 %

Staff budget distribution



8.2 Breakeven Point and Revenues

A negative balance and negative dynamics of the project growth will continue 
until reaching the "bottom" in August 2019, when the maximum loss in the 
amount of 2 500 000 USD will be registered, then this rate will begin to decline. 
It is estimated, that the breakeven point of the project (a moment when total 
revenues exceed total investments to the project) will be achieved in April 
2020. And thereon a monthly net income of the project before tax will be 
above 500 000 USD.
See the diagram for a budgeted revenues, expenses and balance. 
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30 000 USD per month until September, thereon + 10 % every month.

Expenses for Advertising and Promotion

• 8 USD — cost of one user.
• 180 USD — cost of one restaurant
• 47 000 USD — monthly expenses for advertising of the service.

1 500 000 USD

- 1 500 000 USD

- 3 300 000 USD

0

JANUARY
2018

JULY
2018

JANUARY
2019

JULY
2019

JANUARY 
2020

MAY
 2020

AUGUST
 2019

CostsIncome Balance



9.1 Founders

9. Operation Plan and Team

Nikita Vishnyakov
CEO, Chief Executive Officer

Higher education
In 2016, Nikita was awarded a Diploma of the Higher School of Economics 
(HSE) in Prague with a specialization in “Application Informatics. Business 
Informatics”.

Experience in the catering industry — from the age of 15 until the age of 
19 , Nikita worked in different positions: 

• a general worker cooking burgers in the presence of a visitor,
• a waiter in the Italian restaurant,
• a bartender, an administrator and later a manager in the Aj Petri 

restaurant of Russian and Caucasian cuisine at the Alex Casino in Prague, 
and

• an Internet marketing manager in the network of fast food restaurants
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While studying at the HSE, he worked as a freelance web developer.
In 2017, Nikita independently created a successful system for automation of 
the hotel in St.Petersburg. Since it required a thorough understanding of all 
business processes of the hotel, he thoroughly studied the hotel’s business 
model, the Booking.com and the Ostrovok.ru services and their inner 
structure. His experience of work with Booking.com partly helped him to 
create logic of the Gastery service.
After graduating from the HSE, Nikita was employed by one of the largest 
consulting companies "Korus Consulting” and worked there almost 2 years. 
For some time, Nikita was a developer in the international FirstLine Software 
outsourcing company.

Professional experience:
- in the HoReCa industry — 5 years,
- in the product management and analytics field — 1 year, and
- in the field of development — 4 years.

Total experience in IT projects — 5 years.
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Ilya Ponkratov
CTO, Chief Technical Officer

Higher education
In 2016, Ilya was awarded a Diploma of the South Ural State University with a 
specialization in “Information Security”.
Within a month, Ilya developed and launched a full-fledged IT ecosystem for 
the ICO of the Gastery project which raised investments from all over the world 
through presales of tokens. And for two years prior to that, Ilya worked in a 
large company which executed state contracts. 
He also co-operated with Uber for some time and got much knowledge from 
that. He has been doing web development since his school years, and fulfilled 



Igor Plotnikov
CSO, Chief Sales and Marketing Officer

Higher education
In 2018, Igor was awarded a Diploma of the Chelyabinsk State University with a 
specialization in “Fundamental Informatics and Information Technologies”. 
Specialist in promotion of IT products in the B2C/B2B field. For more than two 
years was a partner of UDS Game, the main competitor of Gastery. Perfectly 
understanding the work with restaurant keepers and their needs Igor and his 
team created the model of the application. Igor has an experience in direct 
sales and partner program in the HoReCa industry.

In addition, Igor worked as a freelance web developer and co-operated with a 
web-studio for two years, thereby he also supports the project as a front-end 
developer.
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Professional experience:
- in promotion of IT products — 2 years,
- in direct sales and MLM — 2 years, and
- in front-end development — 4 years.

Опыт работы в сфере IT составляет более 4 лет

his first orders as a freelancer.

Опыт работы в сфере IT составляет более 5 лет



Composition of employees at the time of writing the White Paper (project 
document)

9.2 Staff

Krishtopa Pavel

Smezhnikov Maxim

Kiryuhina Mariya Chetouane Mohamed Chixhkov Vadim

Sales manager

SMM / Content 
manager

UI/UX-designer Copywriter & 
Translator

Blockchain developer
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10. Implementation Plan

2018 year
April — May

June

• Active development of the first version of the application.
• Gathering of restaurants for beta-testing to debug the first version of the 

application.
• Marketing activities to raise investments in the framework of the ICO.
• April 10 — launch of product landing for restaurants.
• April 15 — launch of the Gastery portal and start of its promotion.
• May 1 — launch of the ICO.
• May 22 — participation in the Gastreet conference to promote the product 

and popularize the brand.
• May — release of a public beta version of the application.
• Development of the own blokchain platform.
• Integration with iiko and payment systems (Alfa Bank, aggregation 

payment).

• June 1 to 10 — launch of beta testing of the application.
• Opening of a Sales Office in St. Petersburg, recruitment and training of 

sales assistants.
• Start of marketing campaign to promote the application to users.
• Launch of internal cryptoexchange (for users only) on the basis of the own 

blockchain.
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• Introduction of the system of bonuses for users, reviews, debugging of the 
application.

• Correction of fatal errors and faults found in the process of beta-testing.

July

August

September

• Active start of sales of the application to restaurants.
• Participation in restaurant conferences, aggressive marketing.
• Launching of the partner program (for connection of restaurants).
• Achievement of a target of 10 restaurants connected on a commercial 

basis.
• Correction of fatal errors and faults found in the process of beta-testing.
• Integration with R-keeper.

• Launch of a full-fledged exchange for investors and users.
• Achievement of a target of 50 restaurants connected to the system.
• Achievement of a target of more than 10 thousand downloads of the 

application.
• Start of development of the own system of restaurant automation.
• Gathering of restaurants for beta-testing of R-keeper and launch of beta-

testing of integration with R-keeper.

• End of period of free use of the application for beta-testers, conversion of 
beta-testers to clients.

• Start of integration with Tilipad.
• Preparation for entry into the Moscow market. Opening of a Sales Office in 

Moscow.
• Start of campaign to attract users in Moscow.
• Achievement of a target of 100 restaurants connected to the system in St. 

Petersburg.
• Achievement of a target of more than 60 thousand downloads of the 

application.
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October

November

December

2019 year
January to April

• Entry into a restaurant market with R-keeper.
• Connection of more than 20 restaurants in Moscow.
• Active connection of restaurants with the R-keeper system.
• Launch of beta-testing of integration with Tilipad.
• Achievement of a target of 170 restaurants connected to the system.
• Achievement of a target of more than 90 thousand downloads of the 

application.

• Opening of Sales Offices in Ekaterinburg and Novosibirsk.
• Launch of beta-testing of the Gastery system of restaurant automation.
• Start of advertising campaign to promote the own automation system.
• Achievement of a target of 300 restaurants connected to the system (200 

restaurants in St.Petersburg, 80 restaurants in Moscow, 10 restaurants in 
Ekaterinburg, and 10 restaurants in Novosibirsk).

• Achievement of a target of more than 150 thousand downloads of the 
application.

• Opening of Sales Offices in Chelyabinsk and Kazan.
• Achievement of a target of 450 restaurants connected to the system (250 

restaurants in St.Petersburg, 120 restaurants in Moscow, 30 restaurants in 
Novosibirsk, 20 restaurants in Chelyabinsk, and 20 restaurants in Kazan).

• Readiness to sell the own automation system in 10 restaurants.
• Achievement of a target of more than 250 thousand downloads of the 

application.

• Access to markets of all millionaire cities of the Russian Federation.
• Start of release to markets of capital cities of the CIS countries.
• Working out of the model of interaction with restaurants in Europe.
• Achievement of a target of more than 700 thousand downloads of the 

application in the Russian Federation.
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2019 to 2021 years

• Achievement of a target of 1,500 restaurants connected to the system 
throughout the RF.

• Achievement of a target of 50 restaurants using the Gastery automation 
system.

• Project development, expansion to all major cities of the Russian 
Federation and consolidation of positions (connecting of up to 40% of the 
catering market players of a city).

• Work on improvement of the service.
• Achievement of a target of 400 new restaurants monthly.
• Achievement of a target of 150 thousands of new users monthly.
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11. ICO

Gastery team will look for crowdfunding of WTR tokens which will be issued on 
the Etherium blockchain platform. ERC20 token standard. The fixed supply of 
WTR tokens will amount to 175 000 000. Thereafter, no further tokens will be 
created.
Official token denomination: WTR.
Of the total supply of WTR tokens, 56% (98 000 000 WTR tokens) will be 
allocated to the general public in two tranches: pre-SALE and SALE. WTR tokens 
can be purchased for ETH, BTC, BTH, LTC.
During pre-SALE, WTR tokens was sold with a 50% discount, and the minimum 
contribution of 10 USD. The hard cap in amount of 8 000 000 WTR tokens(400 
000 USD) was successfully reached. The softcap of pre-SALE was 4 000 000 
WTR tokens (200 000 USD). 
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Early investors – 10 %

Reserve – 10 %

Token sale – 56 %

Bounty – 4 %

Team – 20 %

Token Distribution



After the ICO, the price of WTR tokens will amount to 0.1 USD and is expected 
to grow continuously due to a constant turnover.

The local exchange is planned to be launched at the beginning of August, 2018. 
Due to this, the finish of the ICO is planned to the same dates. However, finish 
date may come sooner or later than August - depending on the total amount 
of tokens being sold.
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Round Bonus

1 20 % 20 000 000 WTR (1 600 000 USD)

20 000 000 WTR (1 700 000 USD)

20 000 000 WTR (1 800 000 USD)

20 000 000 WTR (1 900 000 USD)

10 000 000 WTR (1 000 000 USD)

0,08 USD

0,085 USD

0,09 USD

0,095 USD

0,1 USD

50 USD

100 USD

300 USD

500 USD

1000 USD

15 %

10 %

5 %

0 %

2

3

4

5

Number of tokens sold The price of one 
WTR

Entry 
Threshold

During SALE, the price of WTR tokens will be 0.08 to 0.1 USD. The sale price will 
depend on the bonuses as shown in the table below. The minimum 
contribution will start from 50 USD. The maximum selling goal of the ICO 
period (hardcap) is 90 000 000 WTR tokens ( 8 000 000 USD).

ICO will be carried out in 5 rounds: each round ends after the needed amount 
of WTR tokens sold.
Total quantity of rounds is 5. After the end of each round discount for the 
tokens’ purchase is decreasing by 5%. Also, by the end of each round the 
minimal contribution amount would increase.
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Gastery team offers to the ICO participants a referral program. After tokens 
being purchased, their owner is able to take a part in the referral program: a 
special referral link would be enabled in the user's profile. User can share this 
link with other crypto-enthusiasts to invite then to Gastery ICO. In case of 
tokens' purchase by the invited person, referral program participant would 
automatically get 10% in ETH of the total amount of tokens' purchase. If the 
invited user would also take a part in the referral program and invite some 
friends, then first-level participant would get 7% of tokens amount purchased 
by these people and 3% of amount of third-level referrals. To learn more about 
our referral system, please follow us on Medium and read an article about it.

11.1 Referral System



WTR tokens are going to be used by users to pay their bills inside the app. 
Initially, token is a tool for increasing loyalty of users. Users would be able to 
exchange token to the fiat money. Tokens would be transferred to users as a 
kind of cash-back for using the app, purchasing goods, writing reviews and for 
inviting other people to the app ecosystem. 
To learn more detail about token, please read the part about Local 
cryptocurrency and the loyalty system.

Gastery team will work with major cryptocurrency exchanges to list WTR token 
and enable token holders transfer WTR tokens once they become transferable.

By the moment when the referral system is going to be launched (ca. August 
2018), token holders get an opportunity to sell their tokens using the local 
exchange. It means that up to 50% of the proceeds will be transferred to the 
crowdsale participants. Only crowdsale participants will be able to transfer 
WTR tokens this way. Token holders will make their own choices regarding the 
number of tokens to be sold via their personal account on the site.
The access will be provided after the contribution during the pre-sale and the 
sale periods.
In case of finishing the ICO later than in August, token holder anyway will be 
able to sell tokens via local exchange, but the possibility of the tokens purchase 
using local exchange will be disabled in order to avoid speculations.

Token redeem would be carried out on-demand: tokens are going to be 
purchased by Gastery by the need to put more tokens inside the application 
ecosystem. Orders to tokens sell would be accepted by the first in - first out 
principle. Tokens redeem start from the price of 0.1 USD and would be 
corrected according to the market price after launching the local exchange to 
the general public.
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11.3 Token purchase

11.2 WTR tokens inside the Gastery app



11. Contacts

vishniakov@gastery.com

pankratov@gastery.com

plotnikov@gastery.com

Vishnyakov Nikita, CEO

Ponkratov Ilya, CTO

Plotnikov Igor, CWO

@gastery_app

t.me/gastery 

gastery.io
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